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A Details on FluxRGNN and training procedure

A.1 Loss function
We train FluxRGNN with the mean square error (MSE) as loss function:
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where M is the number of observed sensors, S the number of sequences presented to the model, and H is
the forecasting horizon, i.e. the number of time steps the model predicts into the future. y(t)i,s denotes
the animal density measured by sensor i in training sequence s at time step t, whereas ŷ(t)i,s denotes the
respective predicted animal density.

A.2 Scheduled sampling
FluxRGNN predicts animal fluxes and densities based on its previous internal state, current environmental
conditions and the previously predicted densities. That means that errors propagate along the predicted
sequence. Especially in the early stages of the training process, this propagation can lead to extremely
large losses and unstable learning. We follow the scheduled sampling approach proposed by Bengio et al.
(2015) to gently introduce the model to the complex task of predicting many time steps ahead. At every
time step during training, the model sees the true (measured) animal density with probability p, or the
previously predicted animal density with probability 1− p. Starting with p = 1, we exponentially decrease
p by multiplying with factor k = 0.95, which slowly changes the training objective from simply predicting
one time step ahead to predicting an entire sequence and accounting for previously made mistakes.

A.3 Hyperparameter settings
To reduce computational costs, we did not perform a full cross-validated grid search for the hyperparameters
of our proposed model. Instead, hyperparameter settings were determined experimentally. The final
hyperparameter settings are summarized in table 1.

A.4 Implementation and hardware
FluxRGNN is implemented in Python, using PyTorch and PyTorch Geometric. All experiments were
performed on GPU nodes (GeForce 1080Ti and Titan RTX) of the Surfsara LISA cluster (https:
//userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/lisa/description).

B Baseline models

B.1 Historical average
The historical average is computed as the hourly bird density per radar, averaged over all available nights
in the training set. This yields a single number per radar, which is used as a prediction of the hourly bird
density between civil dusk and dawn. During the day, a bird density of zero is predicted.
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Component Hyperparameter Final setting

Radar data Simulated data

φencoder LSTM layers 1 1
Hidden units 64 64
Context time steps C 24 24

φdecoder LSTM layers 1 1
Hidden units 64 64

φS FC layers 1 1
Layer width 64 64
Activation function ReLU ReLU
Output non-linearity Sigmoid Sigmoid

φF FC layers 2 2
Layer width 64 64
Activation function ReLU ReLU
Output non-linearity Sigmoid Sigmoid

General Learning rate 3× 10−5 10−5

Optimizer Adam Adam
Dropout 25% 25%
Batch size 8 4
Epochs 300 300
Scheduled sampling decay 0.95 0.95

Table 1: FluxRGNN settings. The total number of learned model parameters is 105 731 for the radar
data, and 103 491 for the simulated data.

B.2 Phenological model
The phenological model accounts for local daily, and seasonal migration patterns based on temporal
features, i.e. day of the year, solar position, and its derivative. We used a generalized additive model
(GAM) to relate the logarithm of the expected bird density to a tensor spline interaction of the temporal
predictor variables X = (Xday, Xsun, Xsundt

):

y ∼ Poisson(λ), (1)

where
log(λ) = te(Xday, Xsun, Xsundt

). (2)

As with the historical average, we fit a different model to each radar to capture spatial variability in the
temporal migration patterns.

B.3 Species distribution model
We used gradient boosted regression trees (GBT) to implement a species distribution model of bird
migration that models the local correlation between environmental conditions and measured bird density.
GBT is a very popular regression technique due to its ability to learn complex non-linear relationships
and to deal with predictor co-linearity, and it has been used successfully to implement predictive species
distribution models in practice (e.g. van Doren and Horton, 2018). We used all temporal, positional and
environmental predictors used for FluxRGNN, except for animal velocities and relative positions between
radars. Further, we used the same model to predict bird densities at all radar locations to capture general
relationships between environmental conditions and migration that are applicable also to unobserved
locations.

B.3.1 Hyperparameter optimization

To find the optimal hyperparameter setting for GBT, we performed a cross-validated grid search. In
particular, we split the training dataset into 5 subsets, where each subset is a contiguous sequence of time
steps. For each hyperparameter setting, we trained the model on each fold, respectively, using 4 of the 5
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subsets as training data, and evaluated the predictive performance on the held-out subset. The optimal
hyperparameter setting was then determined based on the average mean squared validation error over all
folds. Table 2 provides an overview of the considered search space and the final hyperparameter settings
for GBT, as well as the settings used for the other baseline models.

Table 2: Hyperparameter search space and final settings for baseline models

Model Hyperparameter Search space Final setting

Radar data Simulated data

GBT Radar specific – No No
Learning rate {0.01, ..., 0.2} 0.05 0.05
Max depth {5, 10, 15, 20} 15 10
Num estimators {10, 50, 100, 200} 200 200

GAM Radar specific – Yes Yes
Distribution – Poisson Poisson
Link function – log log
Functional form – Tensor product Tensor product

HA Radar specific – Yes Yes

C Individual-based model
We simulated the movements of 100 000 migrating birds in a two-dimensional plane. Similar to McLaren
et al. (2012), the behavior of simulated birds was governed by wind selectivity, i.e. the decision to
depart or land given the current wind conditions, and partial wind compensation, i.e. adjusting the body
orientation to avoid drifting off the preferred migration direction. Table 3 provides a detailed summary of
all properties our simulated birds have.

The wind conditions that simulated birds face were retrieved from the ERA5 hourly climate reanalysis
(Hersbach et al., 2020) at the 850 hPa pressure level (ca. 1500m above sea level) and interpolated linearly
to a bird’s current location. To imitate the typical nocturnal broad-front migration waves of passerines as
well as the inherent variability in individual migration strategies, we restricted migratory movements to
times between civil dusk and dawn, initialized all birds randomly along a predefined line transect and
assigned each individual a randomly chosen target location within a predefined destination area. The
resulting individual-specific preferred migration directions αpref were updated before every departure.

At every time step in the simulation, birds adjust their body orientation αhead according to the
following equation:

αhead = arcsin (f · sin (αwind) · vwind/vair). (3)

The factor f determines how much the bird compensates for wind drift away from the preferred migration
direction. If f = 0, the bird does not adjust its heading to the wind conditions resulting in full drift,
where as if f = 1, the bird fully compensates for adverse winds to not diverge from αpref . Here we set
f = 0.6 for all birds to allow for partial wind compensation as described in Kemp et al. (2012).

Based on this heading, the resulting drift angle δ can be computed as

δ = arctan

(
vair · sin (αhead) + vwind · sin (αwind)

vair · cos (αhead) + vwind · cos (αwind)

)
, (4)

which is the amount by which the effective flight direction differs from αpref :

αflight = αpref + δ. (5)

The associated ground speed is then

vground = vair · cos (αhead − δ) + vwind · cos (αwind − δ). (6)

Following McLaren et al. (2012), wind selectivity depends on the energy e that is expended per unit
distance travelled along the preferred migration direction, given the current wind conditions and heading
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of the bird. Since we consider the air speed vair to be constant for all birds and all times, e is inversely
related to the component of the ground speed vground along αpref :

e =
vair

vground cos δ
− 1. (7)

Each bird has an individual-specific energy tolerance etol. If the required energy expenditure exceeds this
threshold, the bird will not take off or continue flying.

Table 3: Properties of simulated birds

Property Symbol Values

Sampled

Initial position p0 predefined line transect
Target position ptarget predefined area
Initiation of migration tinit 15 September ±15 days
Energy tolerance etol 0.25± 0.1

Fixed
Departure window wdep 4
Wind compensation f 0.6
Air speed vair 10m s−1

Updated

State s ‘flying’ or ‘landed’
Current position pt based on pt−1, αflight and vground
Preferred migration direction αpref based on pt and ptarget
Heading αhead see equation 3
Drift δ see equation 4
Effective flight direction αflight see equation 5
Ground speed vground see equation 6
Energy expenditure e see equation 7

C.1 Behavioral rules
Based on the definitions above, the behavioral rules of simulated birds can be summarized as follows. A
bird on the ground decides to take off if all following conditions are met:

• the bird has initiated its migration, i.e. t ≥ tinit

• it is after civil dusk, i.e. the sun angle is <6◦

• it is not later than wdep hours after civil dusk

• the wind conditions allow for the desired amount of compensation f

• the energy expenditure e is lower or equal the birds energy tolerance etol

Similarly, a flying bird decides to land if any of the following conditions are met:

• it is civil dawn, i.e. the sun angle rises above 6◦

• the wind conditions do not allow for the desired amount of compensation f

• the energy expenditure e is higher than the birds energy tolerance etol

Finally, a flying bird updates its position pt based on its current ground speed vground, and flight direction
αflight. If a bird leaves the simulated area, it is no longer updated.

C.2 Spatial extent
We simulated bird movements between 3◦4′55′′W and 19◦55′8′′E, and between 42◦46′30′′N and 59◦16′30′′N,
with birds departing from a line transect between 58◦48′N, 14◦36′E and 50◦12′N, 19◦54′E.
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Figure 1: Time series of total number of simulated birds migrating per hour during autumn 2017.
Percentages indicate the relative contribution of each month to the overall number of migrants in this
season.

D Additional figures

D.1 Predictive performance per night
Fig. 2 shows how the predictive performance of FluxRGNN and its variant without spatial fluxes varies
over the course of multiple nights. For both simulated and radar data, predicting bird densities is most
difficult at the beginning of the night and becomes increasingly easier as the night progresses. In line
with findings from section 3.1. in the main text, predictions for the simulated data generally become less
accurate with every additional night, while predictions for the radar data remain more stable.

For the simulated data, removing the spatial component of FluxRGNN (red line in Fig. 2) results in
decreased predictive performance throughout each night. The difference between the two models remains
relatively stable over all three nights, and only vanishes during the day when no migrants are in the air.
In line with findings from section 3.2 in the main text, this effect is lacking for the radar data. Moreover,
we do not find any indication that the model variant without spatial fluxes performs significantly different
from the complete model for any part of the night.

Figure 2: Root mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson r as a function of the forecasting horizon evaluated
for FluxRGNN and its variant without spatial fluxes, for simulated (left) and radar data (right) respectively.
Only predictions starting at the first hour of the night are considered, such that the day/night patterns of
all sequences align. During daytime, Pearson r is not available since ground truth bird densities are all
zeros.

D.2 Simulation study
Fig. 3 shows scatter plots comparing simulated and predicted nightly fluxes. Clearly, the sign (i.e. the
direction) of fluxes is captured well by the model. Accurately predicting the magnitude of fluxes is much
harder. In particular, fluxes across the domain boundary tend to be over-predicted.
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In addition, we show how the Pearson correlation between simulated and predicted nightly source
and sink, as well as nightly in- and outfluxes per cell varies over space (Fig. 4) and over time (Fig. 5).
Source and sink term show the highest variability in terms of both space and time. The lowest agreement
between simulated and predicted quantities generally occurs in the vicinity of the domain boundary (e.g.
radars chlem and frnlm) and during low migration periods (August and November).

Figure 3: Comparison of simulated and predicted nightly fluxes. (Left) only fluxes between observed
Voronoi cells are shown. (Right) only fluxes across the domain boundary (i.e. between unobserved
boundary cells and observed inner cells) are shown. The grey lines represent the ideal scenario where
predicted fluxes are equal to simulated fluxes.

D.3 Radar case study
D.3.1 FluxRGNN predictions

Fig. 6 shows a forecast made by FluxRGNN for all operational weather radars considered in our radar
study. In addition, we show the net seasonal departure and accumulation of birds predicted by FluxRGNN
for all operational weather radars and boundary cells considered in our radar study (Fig. 7). Throughout
the autumn migration season 2017, FluxRGNN predicts 94.5 million birds to enter the considered spatial
domain, while 54.6 million birds are predicted to leave. This imbalance can be explained by more birds
accumulating on the ground than departing from inner Voronoi cells (total net difference of 40 million
birds).

D.3.2 Spatio-temporal correlations of bird densities

To support our claim that incorporating spatio-temporal dependencies into bird migration forecasts
has the potential to improve the accuracy of bird density predictions, we compute pairwise correlations
between the bird density measurements of neighboring radars in the Voronoi tessellation and analyse how
this correlation changes as a function of time and direction (Fig. 8). Clearly, the Pearson correlation
coefficients show a clear directional pattern where over time correlations remain strongest for downstream
radars that lie along the southwestern migration direction. The highest spatio-temporal correlation is
reached for a time lag of one hour. Taken together, this suggests that the highly synchronised migration
waves are well captured in the weather radar data and should in principle aid in predicting bird movements
across the Voronoi tessellation.

E Weather radar details
In tables 4 and 5 all weather radars used with the simulated and measured radar data are presented. In
addition to the country a radar is operated by and its geographical location, we provide the size of the
associated Voronoi cell.
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Table 4: Information about the weather radars and corresponding Voronoi cells, used in our radar study.
Radars named “boundary_x” refer to the 15 unobserved boundary cells that were introduced based on
“dummy” radars distributed around the observed spatial domain.

Country Radar Longitude Latitude Voronoi area
[
km2

]
Remarks

Belgium bejab 3.06 51.19 19591
Belgium bewid 5.51 49.91 16311
Belgium bezav 4.45 50.91 17423
Germany deboo 10.05 54.00 26032
Germany dedrs 13.77 51.12 26974
Germany deeis 12.40 49.54 25940
Germany deemd 7.03 53.34 30098
Germany deess 6.97 51.41 23534
Germany defbg 8.00 47.87 27111
Germany defld 8.80 51.31 22354
Germany dehnr 9.69 52.46 23634
Germany deisn 12.10 48.17 22351
Germany demem 10.22 48.04 18086
Germany deneu 11.14 50.50 28924
Germany denhb 6.55 50.11 20443
Germany deoft 8.71 49.99 28122
Germany depro 13.86 52.65 29609
Germany deros 12.06 54.18 27612
Germany detur 9.78 48.59 21943
Germany deumd 11.18 52.16 28043
Netherlands nldbl 5.18 52.10 19172 replaced by nlhrw after 2016
Netherlands nldhl 4.80 52.95 18955
Netherlands nlhrw 5.14 51.84 18855 operational since 2016

– boundary_0 2.70 52.52 38420
– boundary_1 4.06 54.23 49270
– boundary_2 7.42 54.67 42251
– boundary_3 10.49 55.33 44328
– boundary_4 13.83 55.05 48431
– boundary_5 15.63 53.47 47304
– boundary_6 15.82 51.53 45739
– boundary_7 14.45 49.85 39270
– boundary_8 14.05 47.86 49470
– boundary_9 11.69 46.86 45298
– boundary_10 8.85 46.65 45600
– boundary_11 6.23 47.26 43610
– boundary_12 5.59 48.57 35881
– boundary_13 3.31 49.77 40377
– boundary_14 0.95 50.97 51862
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Figure 4: Pearson correlation between simulated and predicted nightly (a) source, (b) sink, (c) influx, and
(d) outflux per cell, computed for each radar (i.e. Voronoi cell) separately.
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Figure 5: Pearson correlation between simulated and predicted nightly source and sink, as well and nightly
in- and outfluxes per cell, computed for each month separately.
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Figure 6: FluxRGNN prediction of nocturnal bird migration for a selected sequence starting 2 September
2017 at 18:00 UTC and ending 3 September 2017 at 02:00 UTC. First column: total number of birds in the
air per Voronoi cell, estimated based on vertical profiles from operational weather radars. Second column:
total number of birds in the air per Voronoi cell, predicted by FluxRGNN. Third column: predicted net
source/sink term (i.e. number of birds taking off minus birds landing). Fourth column: predicted net
fluxes between adjacent Voronoi cells.
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Figure 7: Net source/sink terms aggregated over the autumn migration season 2017, using predictions at
a forecasting horizon of 24h. Positive values mean more birds are departing, negative values mean birds
are accumulating on the ground (for inner cells) or more birds are arriving (for boundary cells).
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Figure 8: Pearson correlation between pairs of neighbouring radars (according to the Voronoi tessellation)
separated according to their relative position to each other (the direction of the arrow pointing from the
first to the second radar), computed for temporal lags of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours respectively.
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Table 5: Information about the weather radars and corresponding Voronoi cells, used in our simulation
study. Radars named “boundary_x” refer to the 25 unobserved boundary cells that were introduced based
on “dummy” radars distributed around the observed spatial domain.

Country Radar Longitude Latitude Voronoi area
[
km2

]
Belgium bejab 3.06 51.19 19343
Belgium bewid 5.51 49.91 15518
Belgium bezav 4.45 50.91 15213
Switzerland chalb 8.51 47.28 11771
Switzerland chdol 6.10 46.43 16751
Switzerland chlem 8.83 46.04 18192
Switzerland chppm 7.49 46.37 13739
Switzerland chwei 9.79 46.84 18176
Germany deboo 10.05 54.00 26377
Germany dedrs 13.77 51.12 27051
Germany deeis 12.40 49.54 26529
Germany deemd 7.03 53.34 30256
Germany deess 6.97 51.41 23546
Germany defbg 8.00 47.87 14448
Germany defld 8.80 51.31 22365
Germany dehnr 9.69 52.46 23657
Germany deisn 12.10 48.17 22586
Germany demem 10.22 48.04 15786
Germany deneu 11.14 50.50 28942
Germany denhb 6.55 50.11 17538
Germany deoft 8.71 49.99 27074
Germany depro 13.86 52.65 29338
Germany deros 12.06 54.18 25657
Germany detur 9.78 48.59 21947
Germany deumd 11.18 52.16 28074
France frabb 1.83 50.14 22745
France frave 3.81 50.13 17852
France frbla 4.78 47.36 21972
France frbol 4.76 44.32 16819
France frbor -0.69 44.83 23432
France frbou 2.36 47.06 34720
France frcae -0.15 48.93 31476
France frche 0.07 46.70 32587
France frgre 1.37 45.10 29934
France frlep 3.71 45.29 22033
France frmcl 2.61 43.99 18057
France frmom -0.61 43.62 21715
France frmtc 7.02 47.37 14892
France frnan 6.58 48.72 24359
France frnim 4.50 43.81 15514
France frniz 4.45 46.07 20750
France fropo 2.87 42.92 20725
France frtou 1.38 43.57 20011
France frtra 2.01 48.77 28712
France frtre -1.66 47.34 24717
France frtro 4.31 48.46 25547
Netherlands nldbl 5.18 52.10 19750
Netherlands nldhl 4.80 52.95 20693

– boundary_0 -2.32 44.15 40510
– boundary_1 -1.96 45.84 29643
– boundary_2 -3.47 46.81 43968
– boundary_3 -2.79 48.45 40880
– boundary_4 -1.59 49.90 41230
– boundary_5 0.30 51.07 39690
– boundary_6 2.14 52.41 37367
– boundary_7 3.19 53.89 44030
– boundary_8 5.96 54.53 39468
– boundary_9 8.63 55.07 40721
– boundary_10 11.65 55.50 44796
– boundary_11 14.21 54.66 42444
– boundary_12 15.80 53.31 43240
– boundary_13 15.79 51.59 41241
– boundary_14 14.89 49.99 38847
– boundary_15 14.09 48.43 39572
– boundary_16 12.88 46.93 41566
– boundary_17 11.19 45.90 39290
– boundary_18 9.29 44.73 46054
– boundary_19 6.83 45.10 27599
– boundary_20 6.41 43.68 39491
– boundary_21 4.75 42.47 40022
– boundary_22 2.79 41.57 46631
– boundary_23 0.65 42.33 37717
– boundary_24 -1.67 42.52 47294
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